TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. Any customer reserving Aviolet Celebration package service is considered to have read, understood
and accepted the Conditions highlighted below. For the sake of understanding the terminology used
throughout the document, please note that an entity renting Aviolet's aircraft for the sake of
organizing and thus selling a non‐regular flight (so called charter flight) directly to passengers is
referenced to as the organizer of the flight. Aviolet is referenced to as the operator of the flight who
organizes and operates the flight as per request and agreement with the flight organizer.
2. Aviolet Celebration package is a service offered to those guests who would like to celebrate or
commemorate certain special event during Aviolet charter flights on a Serbian traditional way ‐ by
toasting for good luck and indulging in a proper cake.
3. Aviolet offers three types of celebration packages:
a. Package 1: Chocolate premium cake "Ana" , 0,5 kg
b. Package 2: Chocolate premium cake "Ana" with a personal note and champagne "Le
Contesse Prosecco Treviso" 0.2 l served in wine glasses*
c. Package 3: Chocolate premium cake "Ana" with a note, champagne "Mumm" 0.375 l
served in wine glasses* and a rose
*only if available ‐ plastic glass is a backup option
The content of the packages is fixed and pre‐determined, and cannot be custom‐tailored or
arranged upon request.
4.

All guests with known allergies or specific dietary conditions are obliged to advise Aviolet of this
immediately upon service purchase and latest up to 72 hours before departure. In such cases,
Aviolet would do its best but does not guarantee to find an adequate substitute for the cake. Fee
paid for the celebration package would not be refunded in case an adequate substitute cannot be
provided (as defined further in the text below).

5. Aviolet Celebration package is provided at a fee and must be preordered. Celebration packages can
only be purchased through the organizer of the charter flight a passenger is booked on (eg. travel
agency). Requests for such service can be placed up to 48hrs prior to flight departure latest. It is not
possible to place such requests onboard and/or during the flight.
6. Package 2 and/or package 3 include personal note on the cake. All guests could request a different
note on the cake at the time of placing the request with the organizer of the charter flight. However,
please note that only the notes listed below would be allowed on cake (limitations due to cake’s
size, max 20 characters). Unless specified, a generic note “Prijatno! ” would be created.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Bonne appétit 
Udaj se zamene
Srećanrođendan
Ljubite _______(rod)
Volimte _______ (ime)
Čestitke _______ (ime)

Marry me
Happy bday!
Kisses from _____ (mum, pa
Love, __________ (name)
Congrats! (name)

7. The service is purchasable only on Aviolet charter flights whose duration is up to 3hrs 30min.

8. Celebration package terms & conditions might be independent from ticket exchangeability and
refund conditions. Please check these with the organizer of the flight. If these are not specified, it is
assumed that Terms&Conditions applicable for Celebration Packages on regular AirSERBIA flights are
also valid on Aviolet charter flights.
9. Aviolet reserves the right to modify the Terms & Conditions of Celebration package at any time
without giving any prior notice and/ or assigning any reason. The passengers that have already
bought the service at the time of the T&C amendment, would be subjected to the Terms &
Conditions they accepted when buying the service initially, unless they were informed and accepted
amendments to Terms & Conditions.
10. Aviolet commits to posting any changes to the Terms & Conditions in a written form through
airserbia.com.

